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Abstract At hadron colliders, the differential cross sec-
tion for W production can be factorized and it is sensitive
transverse momentum dependent distributions (TMD) for
low boson transverse momentum. While, often, the corre-
sponding non-perturbative QCD contributions are extrapo-
lated from Z boson production, here we use an existing
extraction (based on the code Artemide) of TMD which
includes data coming from Drell–Yan and semi-inclusive
deep inelastic scattering, to provide checks and predictions
for the W case. Including fiducial cuts with different con-
figurations and kinematical power corrections, we consider
transverse momentum dependent cross sections within sev-
eral intervals of the vector boson transverse mass. We per-









tions. We compare our predictions with recent extractions of
these quantities at ATLAS and CMS and results from TeVa-
tron. The results encourage a broader experimental and phe-
nomenological work, and a deeper study of TMD for the W
case.
1 Introduction
Vector boson production is very relevant at hadron colliders
and its measurement has achieved an increasing precision in
the latest years [1–25]. The experimental results have allowed
the extraction of important Standard Model quantities like
collinear parton densities and the mass of the W -boson [26–
29]. The precise measurements of W cross section and sim-
ilar observables need a good determination of QCD non-
perturbative inputs which can be partially extracted from neu-
tral boson mediated processes. Because we are interested in
transverse momentum dependent observables it is mandatory
to consider the extraction of transverse momentum dependent
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parton distribution functions (TMD) that have used the data
of the neutral bosons at low transverse momentum [30–35].
In [36] it is pointed out that the low-transverse momentum
spectrum for Z -boson production at LHC cannot be fully
understood without the introduction of TMD, and further
study is considered as necessary (see also [37]). The W -
production is a natural test for the TMD factorization, and an
explicit evaluation of the cross section within this approach
is yet missing in the literature to our knowledge. On the other
side there exist codes and predictions [38–62] for theW spec-
trum that include non-perturbative TMD effects only in a
limited way.
The W -spectrum is also interesting in order to establish
some properties of the TMD like their flavor dependence. In
fact, out of all the extractions cited above, only [35] can be
sensitive to some non-trivial flavor structure of TMD because
it includes also data from semi-inclusive deep inelastic scat-
tering (SIDIS) from Hermes [63] and Compass experiments
[64], despite the fact that it analyzes only processes medi-
ated by neutral vector bosons. Some preliminary work in
this sense has been performed in [65] and later in [66] where
the authors conclude that LHC data on W -boson production
must be sensitive to the non-trivial flavor structure of TMD.
This statement can partially be tested in the present work. We
also consider of major importance to well establish the flavor
dependence of the TMD before the starting of the Electron
Ion Collider (EIC).
The results that we present want to provide a set of predic-
tions for W -production which include the latest information
from TMD studies. We revise the kinematics of W -boson
transverse momentum distribution in order to include kine-
matical power suppressed terms as in [35] and to imple-
ment the fiducial cuts typical of these processes. We pay
particular attention to errors in our predictions as coming
from scale variations, PDF, TMD parameterization whose
present knowledge is here described in detail. We recall that
the TMD factorization applies to Drell–Yan (DY) type pro-
cesses for values of the transverse momentum of the vector
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boson (qT ) much lower then its virtual mass (Q). The factor-
ization theorem concludes that the non-perturbative parts of
the qT -differential cross-sections of boson production when
qT  Q are included in the transverse momentum depen-
dent (TMD) distributions and, separately, their evolution ker-
nel [67–77]. Phenomenologically it has been found that the
TMD factorization at leading order works for qT /Q  0.2
[32,34,35] and we consider this range of validity also here. A
theoretical estimate of this range has been provided in [78].
The theoretical perturbative calculations for TMD distri-
butions at small-b performed in recent years is highly sig-
nificative and recently it has reached the N3LO precision1
[79–87]. Results of the same N3LO already exist for the uni-
versal QCD anomalous dimensions [88–92], so that finally
one has an extremely accurate perturbative input. At present
the non-perturbative parts of the TMD are extracted at NNLO
(which means N3LL in the evolution kernel and NNLO in
the matching of the TMD to PDF) so that for consistency we
will use the perturbative results up to this order which are
included in the code Artemide [93] and the non-perturbative
parameters as extracted in [35]. The theoretical settings of
this work are very similar to the ones of [35] and we make
explicit use of the ζ -prescription [77,94]. The main differ-
ence with respect to the neutral boson case is represented
by the particular kinematics of the W -production, which we
study in detail in the next sections. Thanks to our explicit
study of the leptonic tensor and implementation of fiducial
cuts we can compare our predictions with existing results
from LHC (ATLAS, CMS) and TeVatron (CDF, D/0). We
explore explicitly new regions of the measured phase space
where TMD effects can be significative and experimentally
testable, especially for di-lepton masses below the W -mass
peak.
In order to establish some notation we start writing the W
mediated reaction
h1h2 → W+(W−) → l+(l−) + νl(ν̄l), (1.1)
where h1,2 are hadrons (typically protons and antipro-
tons) and l± = e±, μ± and νl(ν̄l) are their corresponding
(anti)neutrinos. We consider a cross section differential in the
vector boson transverse mass (mT ) and transverse momen-
tum (qT ). The typical TMD condition qT  Q becomes in
this case qT  mT , while the relation among mT and lepton
momenta is highly non-trivial as outlined in the next sections.
For our predictions, we consider the case of LHC experiments
at
√
s = 13 TeV, assuming that lepton cuts and fiducial cross
sections are similar to the case of
√
s = 7 TeV [25]. In prin-
ciple this discussion can be extended to other center of mass
energies. We consider several intervals of mT and qT which
are relevant both for the TMD flavor determination and the
1 As usual NLO stands for next-to-leading order, NNLO for next-to-
next-to-leading order, and so on.
mass of the W -boson. In this sense we discover that several
intervals of these variables can be interesting for QCD stud-







T observables, in different ranges of
the transverse invariant mass of the W .
The paper is prepared as in the following. In Sect. 2 we
establish the notation and write the cross section of the W
distributions with TMD factorization and we explain how
fiducial cuts are implemented. The kinematical relations are
here described in detail (and we are not aware of a similar
detailed description in the literature). In Sect. 3 we list the
source of errors for the various observables examined in this







T transverse momentum differential distributions.
In Sect. 5 we compare the result of our code with existing the-
oretical and experimental results. We conclude in Sect. 6 and
we provide some details of our calculations in the Appendix.
2 W -boson cross section in TMD factorization
In this section we present the cross section for charged Drell–
Yan (DY) process in TMD factorization. Because the deriva-
tion of the factorized cross section is analogous to the neutral
Drell–Yan case [35,67–77], we omit a detailed discussion of
the factorization, concentrating on the inputs relevant to us.
2.1 Charged DY cross section with transverse variables
Let us consider a charged DY process as in Eq. (1.1) in which
two hadrons with momenta P1 and P2 lead to a lepton with
momentum l and an (anti)neutrino with momentum l ′. We
approximate the interaction among protons and the lepton-
neutrino pair through the production of a W± boson with
momentumq = l+l ′. In this paper we do not consider masses
of the initial hadrons nor masses of final-state particles, so
P21 = M21 ≈ 0, P22 = M22 ≈ 0, l2 = m2l ≈ 0, l ′2 = m2νl ≈
0.
The combination of these momenta leads to the definition
of the relevant kinematical variables of the DY process









where s represents the square of the center of mass energy, Q2
is the invariant mass of the lepton-neutrino pair and y is the
rapidity of the produced W boson. As the neutrino is a non-
detected particle the quantity Q2 is not measurable anymore
and one introduces the transverse mass [21,25,60,95–97] as
a measurable quantity in processes with invisible particles in
final state as
m2T = 2|lT ||l ′T |(1 − cos φlν), (2.2)
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where lT and l ′T are the transverse parts of the lepton and
neutrino momenta respectively and φlν is the relative angle
between both particles.
The cross section of a general DY process mediated by a













where αem = e2/4π , being e the electron charge. This cross
section is written in terms of a product of a lepton tensor






















〈P1, P2|JG†μ (x)|X〉〈X |JG
′
ν (0)|P1, P2〉, (2.5)
where JGμ is the current for the production of a gauge boson
G.
On the other hand, G is the (Feynman) propagator of the
gauge boson, in this case G = W and
G(q) = 1
Q2 − M2W + i	WMW
δGW , (2.6)
where MW and 	W are the mass and width of the W boson
given in [98], respectively. We do not include electroweak
(EW) corrections, which are however calculated in [99].
The W -production is usually expressed in terms of the
transverse mass. The relation between the invariant and trans-
verse mass in a general case is non-trivial, so we describe it
here in detail. We have
Q2 = m2T + f (l, l ′), (2.7)
and
f (l, l ′) = 2
[
(l2T + l2z )1/2(l ′2T + l ′2z )1/2 − lzl ′z
]
− 2|lT ||l ′T | .
(2.8)





2 − m2T − f (l, l ′)), (2.9)













Note that the Dirac delta in Eq. (2.9) is relocated inside the
definition of the lepton tensor which simplifies the practical
evaluation of the integral.
The next two sections are devoted to the factorization of
the hadronic tensor and the final expression for the lepton
tensor affected by transverse mass and fiducial cuts. This
information will lead us to the final form of the cross section
of charged DY within TMD factorization.
2.2 Factorization of the hadronic tensor
In this paper we use the unpolarized part of the hadron tensor
from [35] neglecting the masses of both hadrons. Thus, for
a generic gauge boson G we omit power suppressed higher-
















ei(q·b) f1, f←q(x1, b, μ, ζ )
× f1, f ′←q(x2, b, μ, ζ ), (2.11)
where CV is the matching coefficient for vector current to
collinear/anti-collinear vector and zGG
′
f f ′ are the EW factors
that will be defined later. On the other hand f1 is the unpo-
larized TMDPDF defined as













where p is the momentum of the hadron, Wn(x) is a Wilson
line rooted at x and pointing along vector n to infinity. The






In the small-b limit, the TMDPDF can be re-factorized
in terms of matching coefficients (calculated up to NNLO
in [82]) and integrated PDFs. In order to write a complete
TMD, we consider also a function modeling non-perturbative
effects that are not included into collinear PDFs
f1, f ←h(x, b, μ, ζ ) = C(x, b, μ, ζ ) ⊗ f1(x, μ) fN P (x, b),
(2.14)
where the symbol ⊗ represents the Mellin convolution in the
x variable. We use the ansatz for fN P suggested in [35]
fN P (x, b) = exp
(
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where the parameters λ1, . . . , λ5 are extracted from a com-
bined DY+SIDIS fit to data in [35]. In the TMD parame-
terization of Eq. (2.14) the flavor dependence is in principle
contained in the parameters λi and the PDF. The extraction
of [35] has found that, given actual SIDIS data it is sufficient
to count flavor dependence in PDF only. While we make pre-
dictions using the values of λi as in [35], it is possible that
the W -boson measurements that we propose will be able to
achieve a better control of these parameters, including a fla-
vor dependence.
The angular part of the Fourier integral in Eq. (2.11) can











f f ′ W
f f ′
f1 f1









J0(|b||q|) f1, f ←q(x1, b, μ, ζ )
× f1, f ′←q(x2, b, μ, ζ ). (2.17)
2.3 Lepton tensor and fiducial cuts
The lepton tensor that enters in the cross section is integrated
over the lepton and neutrino momenta, thus contracting it
with the Lorentz structure that comes from the hadron tensor










[ll ′ − (ll ′)T ]θ(cuts)δ(4)(l + l ′ − q)
× δ(Q2 − m2T − f (l, l ′)), (2.18)
where the extra label cuts represents the fiducial cuts intro-
duced in different experiments. These cuts are implemented
over the momenta of lepton and neutrino and the rapidity of
the lepton









On the other hand note that the difference of this lepton tensor
with the one for neutral DY production [32,35] is the extra
dependence on the transverse mass through the delta function
introduced in Eq. (2.9). The integral in Eq. (2.18)
IW (Q







[ll ′ − (ll ′)T ]θ(cuts)δ(4)(l + l ′ − q)
× δ(Q2 − m2T − f (l, l ′)), (2.20)
cannot be solved analytically and only numerical results can
be obtained. A detailed discussion about this integral can be
found in Appendix A.
2.4 Final expression of the cross section
Once we have precise definitions for hadron and lepton tensor



































× (Q2, qT , x1, x2). (2.22)
where, in the case of W boson production, the product of EW






f f ′ G(q)
∗
G ′ (q)









where V f f ′ are the elements of CKM matrix that mixes fla-




































|V f f ′ |2e f e f ′W f f
′
f1 f1
(Q2, qT , x1, x2).
(2.25)
The plots of next sections are done using the PDF set of
NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28]. The numerical inputs that we
have used are
MZ = 91.1876 GeV, MW = 80.379 GeV,
	Z = 2.4952 GeV, 	W = 2.085 GeV,
and GF = 1.1663787 × 10−5 GeV.
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3 Sources of errors
In the course of the paper we consider several sources of
errors that come from the way we write and parameterize
the cross section. We list them here as a reference for the
following sections.
Scale variations In the present work we use the ζ -
prescription defined in [77] and we include the non-
perturbative fixing of the ζ -scale as defined in [35,94]. As
a result the scale variation is done changing the parameters
c2,4 ∈ [0.5, 2]. These parameters define the uncertainty in
the hard matching scale and in the matching of the TMD on
the collinear PDF respectively.
Error from a reference PDF set using replicas The cen-
tral value of our predictions is deduced using the PDF set
NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28], which includes also LHC
data. The error on each bin is evaluated taking the variance
over 1000 replicas.
Predictions from different PDF sets In [35] the authors
have performed fits of DY data at low and high energy
with different sets of PDF and we report their results in
Appendix B. We consider here the same sets of PDF and
we show how the predictions change with these different
sets.
Error from TMD parametrization In [35] the authors pro-
vide a set of replicas of their TMD parameterization and we
provide the main estimation of this error using them. Alter-
natively, one could use a more standard error propagation
coming from the estimate of the non-perturbative parame-
ters. We have used this second method as a check, and we
provide more details in Appendix C.
4 Observables in W production with TMD
In this section we concentrate on some observables that can
be, in principle, sensitive to TMD effects and/or are rele-
vant to establish some important properties of the W as its
mass. We consider theW -boson differential cross section, the
ratios for pZT /p
W




T all of them as a function
of the boson transverse momentum distribution and different
intervals of the transverse mass. The fiducial cuts have been
set as the ATLAS experiment [25] but for
√
s = 13 TeV.
We have identified three interesting intervals of mT , namely
[50,66] GeV, [66,99] GeV, [99,120] GeV corresponding to
mT values below, around, above the W -mass, with typical
cuts on lepton momenta. The mT -interval which is mostly
studied in the literature is the one with mT ∈ [66, 99] GeV,
however this is not the only interesting one from the per-
spective of studying the TMD properties. This is because
non-perturbative TMD effect are expected to be more rele-
vant for low values of mT , similarly to Drell–Yan processes.
TheqT interval that we have considered, that isqT /mT  0.2
is consistent with the application for TMD factorization. In
order to have a reference setup for PDF we have chosen
NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28] as in [35] as it is one of the
sets that include LHC data. Nevertheless we have also exam-
ined the results taking into account different sets. We have
considered a qT binning of 1 GeV, which much probably
exceeds the possibilities of current experiments. We motivate
this choice because it has been used also by other authors,
see f.i. [60], and also because it is allows to better evidence
the TMD effects.
4.1 Spectra of the W±
We have considered the spectra of the W± and in Fig. 1
we show the case for the W− (similar plots are obtained
for W+). In the upper panels of Fig. 1 we have considered
three possible cuts for lepton momenta as reported in the
same figures. In the upper panels of Fig. 1 the cross section
for mT ∈ [99, 120] GeV is not reported because it is much
smaller than the others. In the same figure we have included
error bands corresponding to scale variations. The figures
in these panels show that the cuts have marginal impact for
mT ∈ [66, 99] GeV while they can suppress the cross section
in the lower interval mT ∈ [50, 66] GeV. The difference in
the values of the cross sections however is about a factor 4.
The interval mT ∈ [99, 120] GeV instead results to be even
more suppressed an it is not shown in the figure. Given this
suppression and the fact at high values ofmT all TMD effects
are washed out we neglect it in the rest of the figures.
In the lower panels of Fig. 1 we normalize the cross sec-
tion to its value integrated in qT in the interval shown in the
figure. The shape of the curves now changes and in the left
and central panels the more peaked cross sections is the one
obtained for mT ∈ [50, 66] GeV, which is partly due to the
fact that we always select qT /mT ≤ 0.2.
In order to drive a conclusion from these plots we have to
recall the previous experience of the fit of [34,35] and also the
results of [36]. In these works it shown that in TMD analyses
increasing the value of Q the non-perturbative QCD effects
are washed out. As a a result having data below the W, Z
boson peaks is extremely useful for this kind of research and
it can provide valuable information. The plots shown in Fig. 1
actually show that within the current facility it is possible to
achieve this goal. The bands shown in Fig. 1 come from scale
variations.
In Figs. 2 and 3 we have studied the errors as listed in
Sect. 3 for one particular set of fiducial cuts for W− and
W+ respectively. Similar errors are obtained also in the other
cases. Going from the top row to the bottom one in Figs. 2 and
3 one finds: (1) the theoretical error from scale uncertainties;
(2) the error calculated as a variance in each bin of 1000
replicas of the set NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28]. Here the
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Fig. 1 (top) Unnormalized cross sections for W− production with different intervals of lepton cuts. (bottom) Normalized cross sections for W−
production with different intervals of lepton cuts
bands are referred to the average value of each bin (red line).
The value of the cross section given by the central replica is
represented by the green line; (3) the uncertainty as coming
from different sets of PDF; (4) the uncertainty due to non-
perturbative parameters: in this case the central line is given
by the the central replica of NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28].
There is a series of observations that one can make on
these plots. As a first the smallest variations are provided by
replicas and non-perturbative parameters and both of them
are below 1%. The scale variation is certainly the biggest
source of error: it is in range 2–9% for qT ≤ 4 GeV, and about
1–2% for qT ≥ 4 GeV. We recall that the present analysis
uses N3LL for TMD evolution and NNLO for all the rest.
In the introduction it was pointed out that recently higher
order perturbative calculations have been performed. It will
be interesting to observe how the scale variation changes
when including this higher order term. On the other side
before doing this one should have a TMD extraction of the
same order.
In exploring different PDF extractions we have considered
the ones for which a TMD extraction has been provided in
[35] . We recall that the HERA PDF [100] actually provided
the best fit in that case. Observing Figs. 2 and 3 one sees
that actually this set behaves differently with respect to the
others, however the difference with NNPDF31 is below 1-2
% an all over the range of qT that we have considered. For all
the other sets, there is a major difference with NNPDF31 for
qT ≤4 GeV while they agree within 1% for greater values of
qT .
The uncertainties due to non-perturbative parameters
result to be almost negligible. The non-perturbative param-
eters have uncertainties coming from their extraction from
data, that is from a χ2 analysis of fits. Despite the fact that
some of these uncertainties may be significative on each sin-
gle parameter the impact of each single variation is just a
fraction of the impact of the whole non-perturbative TMD
structure because their value is significantly different from
zero. It is also possible that the errors on each parameter is
under-estimated as suggested in [35].
4.2 Ratio pZT /p
W
T















can show a very small uncertainty because the PDF contribu-
tions tend to cancel and it can be useful for the measurements
of the W mass (some recent phenomenological work can be
found in [101,102]). The region of qT where this observable
is actually measured corresponds to the region of validity of
the TMD factorization theorem, so it is interesting to observe
what is the impact of TMD. In formula 4.1 the numerator and
the denominator are weighted by σW,Z that is the cross sec-
tion integrated in the qT interval under study. This is prefer-
able to normalizing to the total cross section σW,Z which
should be extracted elsewhere. The result of our prediction
is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for W− and W+ respectively. We
have considered two intervals of mT , being the lower one
useful to control better TMD effects and several sources of
error as in the previous section. The scale uncertainty now is
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Fig. 2 Error for W− cross section for pl,νT > 25 GeV, |ηl | < 2.4
and the mT intervals [50, 66] GeV (left column), [66, 99] GeV (middle
column), [99, 120] GeV (right column). In the first line we report the
theoretical error from scale uncertainties as explained in the text. In the
second line we have the error calculated as a variance in each bin of
100 replicas of the set NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28]. The uncertainty
is referred to the average value of each bin (red line). The value of the
cross section given by the central replica is represented by the green
line. On the third line we represent the value of each been with different
sets of PDF. On the fourth row we have the uncertainty due to non-
perturbative parameters. The central value is given by the the central
replica of NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28]
treated as in [60], considering separately the correlated and
uncorrelated cases.
The error from scale variations can be considered as cor-
related or uncorrelated as in [60], see second and third row
in Fig. 4. The uncorrelated uncertainty is well below 1% for
the central interval and most of the low interval of mT . On
the other side the correlated uncertainty is below 2% only for
qT ≥ 4 GeV. A similar trend is shown when different sets
of PDF are used. In this case the spread of the results can
be at most 2% for qT ≤ 4 GeV, and at most 1% for qT ≥ 4
GeV. We find remarkable that the PDF error results slightly
inferior for the low mT interval, which confirms that this is
an interesting case to study. Another interesting observation
is that the difference between the HERA and NNPDF31 sets
is always well below 1%. The other sources of error that we
have considered, give uncertainties less the 1% on all over






The ratio of W± cross sections shown in Fig. 6. We have con-
sidered again two intervals of mT and it is nice to observe the
similarity of these curves in the two intervals. The theoreti-
cal errors have been estimated and scale variations represent
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Fig. 3 Error for W+ cross section for pl,νT > 25 GeV, |ηl | < 2.4
and the mT intervals [50, 66] GeV (left column), [66, 99] GeV (middle
column), [99, 120] GeV (right column). In the first line we report the
theoretical error from scale uncertainties as explained in the text. In
the second line we have the error calculated as a variance in each bin
of 100 replicas of the set NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28]. The uncer-
tainty is referred to the average value of each bin (red line). The value
of the cross section given by the central replica is represented by the
green line. On the third line we represent the value of each been with
different sets of PDF. On the fourth row we have the uncertainty due
to non-perturbative parameters. The central value is given by the the
central replica of NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28]. The cross section for
the central replica is shown in Fig. 7
the biggest error. We have considered both correlated and
uncorrelated scale variations and their value is very similar
in this case. The scale variations keeps below 2% for qT > 4
GeV and grows below this value. All other uncertainties keep
below the 1%.
5 Comparisons with other groups and experiments
The study of TMD in W -production has not been explored
in its full potential in the literature, because the formulation
of the TMD factorization theorem with full details is very
recent. The main difficulty in establishing this kind of studies
is that the TMD factorization only holds for qT  Q, and
in this W -case qT  mT . In this way we are interested in
describing only a (relevant) part of the spectrum, the one
which contains the peak of the distribution.
In this section we would like to compare the outcome of
the results as coming from TMD factorization and recent
TMD fits with theoretical and experimental results.
A theoretical prediction of the LHC case can be found
in [60] and the comparison with us is done in Fig. 7. In
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Fig. 4 Ratio of Z/W−
spectrum for mT ∈ [50, 66]
GeV (left column) , and
mT ∈ [66, 99] GeV (right
column). On the first row we
have the Z/W− spectrum using




given in second and third row
respectively. In the third line we
have the error calculated as a
variance in each bin of 100
replicas of the set
NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28].
The uncertainty is referred to the
average value of each bin (red
line). The value of the
observable given by the central
replica is represented by the
green line. On the fourth line we
represent the value of each been
with different sets of PDF. On
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Fig. 5 Ratio of Z/W+
spectrum for mT ∈ [50, 66]
GeV (left column) , and
mT ∈ [66, 99] GeV (right
column). On the first row we
have the Z/W− spectrum using




given in second and third row
respectively. In the third line we
have the error calculated as a
variance in each bin of 100
replicas of the set
NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28].
The uncertainty is referred to the
average value of each bin (red
line). The value of the
observable given by the central
replica is represented by the
green line. On the fourth line we
represent the value of each been
with different sets of PDF. On
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Fig. 6 Ratio of W−/W+
spectrum for mT ∈ [50, 66]
GeV (left column) , and
mT ∈ [66, 99] GeV (right
column). On the first row we
have the W−/W+ spectrum




given in second and third row
respectively. In the third line we
have the error calculated as a
variance in each bin of 100
replicas of the set
NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28].
The uncertainty is referred to the
average value of each bin (red
line). The value of the
observable given by the central
replica is undistinguishable
from the red line. On the fourth
line we represent the value of
each been with different sets of
PDF. On the fifth row we have
the uncertainty due to
non-perturbative parameters
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Fig. 7 Comparison of our
prediction with [60] including
errors coming from scales
variation. On the right the two
cross sections are normalized to
the central value of the
prediction from Artemide
Fig. 8 Ratio of W+ cross section without λi non-perturbative effects
over the same cross section with the full model (blue band). The
scale errors are shown by the bands. The orange band is ratio of the
cross section in the full model over itself, and scale error band is also
shown. The left, central, right panels correspond respectively to the
cases of 50 GeV < mT < 66; GeV, 66 GeV < mT < 99; GeV,
99 GeV < mT < 120; GeV
this plot we show the cross section for the two groups in
the interval 0 GeV < qT < 20 GeV. The cross section is
normalized to the total cross section as provided by [60], in
order to have a reference value. The scale uncertainty in the
two curves is similar, although slightly reduced in our case.
There can be multiple reasons for this, like a different choice
of scales or the usage of Monte Carlo calculation in [60]. One
observes also a remarkable difference in the central values of
the cross section for very low values of qT ≤ 5 GeV. The ori-
gin of the difference may have multiple motives starting from
the parametrization of the non-perturbative effects (which is
based on a broader data analysis in our case) to the set of pre-
scription and scale fixing used by the two groups. In general
this difference is expected where non-perturbative effects are
significative as it is shown by the figure, while it is much less
significative for qT ≥ 5 GeV. In order to explore this we have
considered a modified version of the TMD where the effect
of the constants λi in Eq. (2.15) is nullified. This is achieved
considering fN P (x, b) = exp(−λb2) with λ  10−3. The
results are shown in Fig. 8 and they show to be consistent
with Fig. 7 where the TMD non-perturbative part was not
considered, despite the fact that the kinematical cuts con-
sidered in the two figure are slightly different. We postpone
anyhow a deeper study to a different work.
We have considered also a comparison with Pythia 8.3
[103], with AZ tune as adapted by ATLAS experiment. We
have found two version of this tune one as used in [60]2 In
the comparison of the cross sections Fig. 9 we observe a
general shift of the Pythia result with respect to ours, whose
sign depends on the value of qT , although the two estimates
are mostly compatible within the errors (more for 66 GeV
< mT < 99 GeV than in the less energetic interval). In the
ratio of W± cross section (Fig. 10) instead the agreement is
complete, both considering correlate and uncorrelated errors,
providing Artemide a smaller error band. Similar conclusion
come from the pZT /p
W
T in Fig. 11, although with more dif-
ference for transverse momentum less than 5 GeV.
Current experiments at LHC at the moment have a limited
number of data points. For ATLAS we have found that for
the low qT region, one has only two points in [95], shown in
Fig. 12. The cross section is normalized to its integrated value
in the plotted qT interval. The theoretical and experimental
values are compatible within the errors. However it is evident
that such a large binning does not allow a precise statement.
2 We thank Pier Monni for communicating us that the AZ tune as pro-
vided by the Pythia collaboration does not coincide exactly with the
one used in ATLAS experiment and used actually in [60] and one as
provided by ATLAS experiment. We have included both in our plots
which are shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11. The pictures show the differential
cross section normalized to their integration over the shown interval.
The errors from Pythia come from statistical uncertainty and we have
checked that they are similar to the one obtained by the variation of the
parameters of the tune.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of
Artemide cross section with
Pythia 8.3 AZ tune as in [60]
(blue band) and as in the
original ATLAS release (green
band) for W+ (top panels) and
W− (low panels). The Artemide
error comes from scale
variations, the Pythia errors are
commented in the text






Pythia 8.3 AZ tune as in [60]
(blue band) and as in the
original ATLAS release (green
band). Left panels show
uncorrelated errors and right
panels the correlated ones. The
Artemide error comes from
scale variations, the Pythia
errors are commented in the text
The CMS experiment has published an analysis of data
for the s = √8 TeV run in [21]. The data published by this
collaboration are totally inclusive inmT , however because of
the cuts on leptons, the values of mT ≤ 20 GeV give small
contributions. In Fig. 13 we consider the cases of the W ,
Z/W and W−/W+ transverse momentum spectrum com-
paring our results with [21]. The large bin for qT > 18 GeV
is the most sensitive to power corrections which however do
not seem to create particular problems. The first thing that
one can observe is that there is a good agreement between
data and our prediction when theoretical errors are included,
which suggests the fact that most of the QCD corrections in
the CMS experiment are due to the TMD region.
Going to TeVatron experiments we have found data for
D/0 and CDF and we show a comparison with our prediction
in Fig. 14. In the central plot of this figure we do not show
the experimental error, because the uncertainty of the bins
are correlated through non-trivial correlation matrices. The
agreement with these experiments is in general greater than
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Fig. 11 Comparison of Artemide pZT /p
W
T ratio with Pythia 8.3 AZ tune as in [60](blue band) and as in the original ATLAS release (green band)..
Left panels show uncorrelated errors and right panels the correlated ones. The Artemide error comes from scale variations, the Pythia errors are
commented in the text
with LHC, mainly due to the larger experimental error as the
following considerations remark.
We have considered the cross sections χ2 for the differ-
ent experiments with different sets of PDF and the results
are shown in Table 1 (we also report the number of relevant
points for each experiment). The CDF result are the ones
with larger errors and TMD predictions agrees with them
while for the D/0 at
√
s = 1.8 GeV, the agreement is worse.
We have not considered the case of D/0 at
√
s = 1.96 GeV,
because the computation of the error in this case involves the
knowledge of the W-spectrum up to qT = 600 GeV, which
we do not have. In the case of LHC, in general we have a
very limited number of points for each experiment. ATLAS
has a remarkable agreement with the HERA20 PDF sets,
definitely better than with other sets. The CMS case is more
elaborate. For the case of electronic decay of W at CMS, the
high value of χ2 is basically driven by just one point out of
four, as can be seen Fig. 13, left panel (it is the point in the
bin 7.5 GeV< qT < 12.5 GeV). Removing this point, the
χ2 is very similar to the ATLAS case. For the muon channel
instead we cannot find a particular point which is respon-
sible for the high χ2. As a final remark we recall that the
CMS observable is totally inclusive on mT , which does not
allow a perfect control of factorization hypothesis at the the-
oretical level. We have checked the impact on the χ2 of the
theoretical errors (scale uncertainty and PDF replicas) for
the case of NNPDF and HERA20 and we have reported it
in Table 2. In both cases the errors on each bin are consid-
ered uncorrelated to the rest. The scale uncertainty error is
dominated by the variation of c4, the parameter which asso-
ciated to the scale at which TMD are matched onto PDF. We
observe that including this error we have a big reduction of
the χ2 on all experiments. In order to understand better this
issue it would help to have experimental results with a defi-
nite interval of mT and also a TMD extraction that includes
the W processes, that we postpone to a future work. Con-
cerning this last point we have compared the χ2 as coming
Fig. 12 Comparison of our prediction with data from ATLAS in [95,
table II], including errors coming from scales variation
from different extractions of TMD with the code artemide.
The different extractions are obtained with the NNPDF31,
PDF set, and using different data sets as shown in Table 3.
We find a substantial agreement among all extractions, which
suggests a mild flavor dependence of the TMD. In Table 2,
the muon channel in CMS is still not fully agreeing with
the theoretical prediction. This fact, which is put in evidence
here for the first time, needs further study beyond the present
work.
6 Summary and outlook
In this work we have set the status of the current knowl-
edge of the W -boson spectrum within the TMD factorization
formulation of its cross section and using the latest extrac-
tion of these distributions in [35]. We have considered the







T distributions as functions of the boson transverse
momentum qT in different intervals of mT . The kinematic
of the processes has been deeply studied, providing details
that were not treated in the literature (to our knowledge),
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Fig. 13 Comparison of our prediction with data from CMS in [21].
Theoretical predictions include error coming from scales variation. The
CMS data are always evaluated for plT > 25 GeV, p
ν
T > 20 GeV,|ηl | < 2.4.(Top left panel) W boson normalized spectrum for electron
final state, (top right panel) W boson normalized spectrum for muon
final state, (bottom left panel) W/Z ratio of transverse momentum nor-
malized spectrum, (bottom right panel) W+/W− ratio of transverse
momentum normalized spectrum
Fig. 14 Comparison of our prediction with data from D/0 experiment at
√
s = 1.8 TeV [7] and√s = 1.96 TeV [12] and with CDF experiment at√
s = 1.8 TeV [13]. Theoretical predictions include errors coming from scales variation
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s = 1.8 TeV D0 √s = 1.8 TeV ATLAS CMS eν CMS μν
Number of points 10 10 2 4(3) 4
NNPDF31 0.650 1.845 1.565 7.284 (1.694) 21.502
HERA20 0.617 2.009 0.853 6.024 (0.310) 16.090
MMHT14 0.667 2.166 1.406 7.465 (1.505) 21.751
CT14 0.677 2.608 1.324 7.974 (1.482) 21.972
PDF4LHC 0.660 2.061 1.405 7.733 (1.605) 22.075
Table 2 χ2/N using the extraction of TMD of [35] and theoretical errors (which include scale variation and PDF error coming from 1000 replicas)
CDF
√
s = 1.8 TeV D0 √s = 1.8 TeV ATLAS CMS eν CMS μν
Number of points 10 10 2 4 4
NNPDF31 0.540 1.485 0.463 1.674 3.165
HERA20 0.469 1.591 0.271 1.563 3.721
Table 3 χ2/N using extractions from different data sets. The PDF is NNPDF31. The first line is the same as in Table 4. For all extractions we
have used the NNPDF31 PDF set
Ref. of fit and data set CDF
√
s = 1.8 TeV D0 √s = 1.8 TeV ATLAS CMS eν CMS μν
[35] SIDIS+DY 0.650 1.845 1.565 7.284 21.502
[33] DY 0.651 2.003 1.549 7.783 22.302
[33] DY (high energy) 0.627 1.326 1.999 6.347 20.923
Case 4 of [36] (LHC) 0.694 2.312 1.333 7.681 21.704
and showing explicitly how fiducial cuts are implemented
together with kinematical power corrections. The kinemat-
ical description so achieved has put us in the condition to
use the TMD extraction made in [35] with the same level of
precision. The perturbative inputs are N3LL for the evolu-
tion and NNLO for all the rest. Because of our experience
with Z -boson production we have given particular attention
to values of mT below ([50,66] GeV) and around the W -
mass ([66,99] GeV). In fact one expects to better control the
non-perturbative QCD effects once the details of the observ-
ables below the W -mass are also known. It is remarkable that
observables at low values for mT have been poorly studied
despite the fact that there is no particular suppression of the
cross section and all errors look very similar.
An important chapter is the error analysis. We have consid-
ered as sources of error, scale variations, replicas uncertainty
within the NNPDF31 PDF set, uncertainties due to differ-
ent sets of PDF and the ones due to TMD non-perturbative
parameterization. This analysis is interesting because it gives
a first step in our understanding the errors. We consider it an
important starting point that can certainly be improved with
future work within TMD studies. For instance scale uncer-
tainties can be checked including one more perturbative order
(including very recent results at N3LO, [83–87]), which how-
ever require a new TMD extraction. Then, the sets of PDF that
we have checked are the ones analyzed also in [35], which
is still limited. More PDF sets should be used and included
in the TMD extraction. The actual impact of each source of
error depends on the observable, and we have described it in
Sect. 4.
At present the available data provide already some infor-
mation on the observables that we have studied. We have
considered the cases of TeVatron and LHC. The agreement in
the cross section is reasonable for CDF, D/0 at
√
s = 1.8 TeV,
ATLAS, while it is not completely satisfactory CMS. For all
these cross sections we have done a χ2 analysis. The message
is that inferring and estimating QCD non-perturbative contri-
butions toW processes from neutral boson mediated ones has
some effectiveness and that a more global treatment of data is
also worth studying. This raises also the question of whether a
more sophisticated TMD flavor dependence can improve the
agreement with data. Other effects like QED contributions
[104,105] will also be addressed in future studies.
In order to perform this study we have proposed to con-
sider several intervals of mT , for which we do not observe a
particular suppression of the cross section. Comparing exper-
iments, we find a striking difference between LHC and TeVa-
tron data in the qT binning of the final result. Definitely the 2
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GeV binning of TeVatron allows a much better understand-
ing of the QCD effects, despite the LHC precision. A similar
binning would be also desirable for LHC. This problem has
already been discussed also in the case of Drell–Yan in [36].
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A Explicit expression for the lepton tensor integration
The integral involved in the definition of the lepton tensor in
Eq. (2.18) is
IW (Q






δ(4)(l + l ′ − q) δ(Q2 − m2T
− f (l, l ′))θ(cuts) [ll ′ − (ll ′)T ] . (A.1)
Integrating the momentum of the neutrino with the help
of the conservation momentum delta function we can rewrite
Eq. (A.1) as
PW (Q




δ((q − l)2) δ(Q2 − m2T
− f (l, q))θ(cuts)
× [l(q − l) − lT (qT − lT )] . (A.2)
We profit of the extra delta function δ(Q2 −m2T − f (l, q))
to integrate over η. To find the result of this integration we
should rewrite the function f (l, q) in terms of the variables
of the problem
f (η, lT ) = 2lT
√
Q2 + q2T cosh(η − y) − 2l2T
− 2lT
√
q2T + l2T − 2qT lT cos φ, (A.3)
where φ is the angle between transverse momenta of lepton
and W boson.
Thus, the delta function can be written as







⎣cosh(η − y) −
⎛













giving a simple condition to perform the desired integral.






lT dlT dφ = dη
2
lT dlT dφ
= d cosh(η − y)
2
√
cosh2(η − y) − 1
lT dlT dφ. (A.5)
Using the condition in Eq. (A.4) we can rewrite the delta
function δ((q − l)2) of Eq. (A.2) to obtain a condition that
allows to make the integral over lT
δ((q − l)2) = δ
[
m2T − 2l2T + 2lT qT cos φ
−2lT
√
l2T + q2T − 2qT lT cos φ
]
. (A.6)





qT cos φ +
√
m2T + q2T





qT cos φ −
√
m2T + q2T
m2T + q2T (1 − cos2 φ)
< 0, (A.8)
so the solution l−T is never used because we imposed that
lT > 0. Thus the delta function over lT can be rewritten as
δ((q − l)2) = A(Q2,m2T , qT , cos φ)δ(lT − l+T ), (A.9)
where
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q2T + l2T − 2qT lT cos φ
2(lT +
√
q2T + l2T − 2qT lT cos φ)(lT − qT cos φ +
√




For simplicity we can rewrite the term coming from the
Jacobian in Eq. (A.5) as
J (Q2, qT , cos φ) = 1√





















Finally the term that only depends on momenta in
Eq. (A.2) is rewritten as
M(Q2,m2T , qT , cos φ)




+ 2l2T + lT
√
q2T + l2T − 2qT lT cos φ
− 2qT lT cos φ. (A.12)
Thus, the final result is written in term of the auxiliary
functions J, A, M as a one-dimensional integral
IW (Q









× J (Q2, qT , cos φ)A(Q2,m2T , qT , cos φ)
× M(Q2,m2T , qT , cos φ)θ(cuts), (A.13)
that should be done numerically.
B Inputs from fits
In this section we report some results from previous fit [35]
that we have used in this paper. The different PDF sets that
have been reported in that fit and that we have used are listed
in Table 4. The results for the TMD constants are in Table 5.
C Errors propagation from TMD parameters
An alternative way to present the errors coming from non-
perturbative parametrization of the TMD is the following. We
take from [35] the different values for the non-perturbative
parameters coming from fits using several PDF sets. We have
a data array of seven non-pertubative parameters and five val-
ues for each one with its respective uncertainty as it is shown
in Table 5. We calculate the mean value of each parameter and
its uncertainty associated doing the square sum of the uncer-
tainties and taking the square-root of the sum. We show the
values in Table 6. In order to quantify the uncertainty in our
cross section due to the uncertainties in our non-pertubative










































where θi = {BNP, c0, λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5} are the non-
perturbative parameters and θ̄i their mean values collected
in Table 5; Vi j and Ci j are the covariance and correla-







is the difference of the differential cross
section evaluated in the extremes of the interval of the
non-perturbative parameter i and keeping the rest of non-
perturbative parameters fixed at their mean value. In order
to go from the first line to the second line, we have approx-























where δθ̄i is the uncertainty associated to the mean value of
the non-perturbative parameter θi . Using the relation between
the correlation and covariance matrices Ci j = Vi jδθ̄i δθ̄ j we
arrive to Eq. (C.1).
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Table 4 List of collinear PDF used as the boundary for unpolarized TMDPDF
Short name Full name Ref. LHAPDF id.
NNPDF31 NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28] 303600
HERA20 HERAPDF20_NNLO_VAR [100] 61230
MMHT14 MMHT2014nnlo68cl [27] 25300
CT14 CT14nnlo [106] 13000
PDF4LHC PDF4LHC15_nnlo_100 [107] 91700
Table 5 Values of χ2 and NP parameters obtained in the fit of DY set of the data with different PDF inputs. Each set of PDF provide the
corresponding value of αs(MZ )
PDF set χ2/Npt Parameters for D Parameters for f1
HERA20 0.97 BNP = 2.29 ± 0.43 λ1 = 0.324 ± 0.029 λ3 = (3.56 ± 1.59) × 102
c0 = (2.22 ± 0.93) × 10−2 λ2 = 13.2 ± 2.9 λ4 = 2.05 ± 0.26
λ5 = −10.4 ± 3.5
NNPDF31 1.14 BNP = 1.86 ± 0.30 λ1 = 0.253 ± 0.032 λ3 = (3.47 ± 1.16) × 102
c0 = (2.96 ± 1.04) × 10−2 λ2 = 9.0 ± 3.0 λ4 = 2.48 ± 0.15
λ5 = −5.7 ± 3.4
MMHT14 1.34 BNP = 1.55 ± 0.29 λ1 = 0.198 ± 0.040 λ3 = (26.8 ± 13.2) × 103
c0 = (4.70 ± 1.77) × 10−2 λ2 = 26.4 ± 4.9 λ4 = 3.01 ± 0.17
λ5 = −23.4 ± 5.4
PDF4LHC 1.53 BNP = 1.93 ± 0.47 λ1 = 0.218 ± 0.041 λ3 = (9.26 ± 8.38) × 102
c0 = (3.66 ± 2.09) × 10−2 λ2 = 17.9 ± 4.5 λ4 = 2.54 ± 0.17
λ5 = −15.5 ± 4.7
CT14 1.59 BNP = 2.35 ± 0.61 λ1 = 0.277 ± 0.029 λ3 = (12.4 ± 3.2) × 103
c0 = (2.27 ± 1.33) × 10−2 λ2 = 24.9 ± 2.9 λ4 = 2.67 ± 0.13
λ5 = −23.8 ± 2.9
Table 6 Intervals for the TMD non-perturbative parameters calculated as explained in the text
BN P c0 λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5
2.01±0.19 (3.42 ± 0.70) × 10-2 0.248±0.015 18.3±1.5 (8.2 ± 2.7) × 102 2.484±0.085 −15.6 ± 1.7
The correlation matrix at NNLO for the λi is provided in
[35] and, as a reference, we have considered the central PDF
of NNPDF31_nnlo_as_0118 [28].
The result of this error estimate is very similar to the one
described in the main part of the paper, which is a confirma-
tion of the Gaussian distribution of TMD parameter errors
for this case.
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